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we owe not only farther information on the "bankers* function
of adniinistering funds,1 but also a rather interesting insight
into the way in which the jcihbadh used to keep his accounts,
and how these accounts were controlled by the Government.2
3?or these bankers had to furnish a detailed report, and a
statement of all the funds that had been entrusted to them,
in connection with the inquiry carried out against the Vizier
Ibn al-Furat.3
(b) Remittance of Funds.
Our bankers not only took charge of deposits and administered
funds but also transmitted money. "We must remember that in
those times the endorsement of bills was already coming into use.
In the tenth century it was customary to pay debts not only in
cash but also by means of letters of credit. 3?or such letters
of credit or cheques the expression stiftaja (teiL-) was used,4
The purpose of this suftaja was to convey money from place
to place without incurring the risk of transport.5 It was thus
a means of avoiding payments in coin to distant places. By
means of such a sitftaja, whose very essence is transaction at
a distance,6 the tradesman was able to carry larger amounts
1 This passage, too, gives us an idea of the very considerable stuns that
passed through their b»jmflBT
z The control of the books of the jahbadK by the government apparently
implies the official character of this office.
3	The text nses the expression ol^i-  for these reports.    We find the
same expression in connection with the activities of a jo&&oc£& in 3fwi., 155,
158, 164-6.  It shows that these khatamat were kept in the Vizier's Diwan.
Cf. Kitab Mafatik al-'Ulum, p. 54.    Vide also Tan., i, 42, 109, 176.   The
jahbadh had to write detailed receipts (3^j) #>r afl money matters.
4	The   economic  and   legal  nature   of  the   suftaja   is   the  object   of
detailed explanations  by the Arab lexicographers.     Wahrmunda Hand"
iDGrterbitch* s.v.t renders the expression with " Kreditbrief ".  Helot, Vacab.,
with " lettrede change " ;  Amedroz (Gloss., p. 62) with " bill of exchange ".
5	For the whole question see R. Grasshoff, Z>ie suftaga iind hawaZa der
Araber, Gottingen, 1899, pp. 1-36.
6	According to L.  Groldschmidt,   UniversalgescJticTite. des Zfandeterechte,
Stuttgart, 1891, pp. 403-4, the essence of a bill transaction is the real or
ideal movement of Bums of money. According to the conception of mediae val
law a difference of place between remitter and remittee is indispensable
to a bill of change.

